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Lead-in to Survey Results

Process: 
- Dove into a number of evaluation resources 
- Referenced them against prototype materials that 

were available  
- Started drafting an evaluation framework seeking to 

address stated outcomes of prototypes and some 
questions that I could foresee arising 



Lead-in to Survey Results Cont.

Process: 
- Decided I wanted more info  
- Drafted the survey, bounced it off of Gabrielle, we 

reviewed the survey together, refined the language, 
ran it by the Operations Team, the survey was 
distributed  

- Received 10 responses (target audience ~ 20ish)



A quick hit check in, what's most top of mind for you regarding CFP?10 responses

- Keeping the momentum going, getting more people aware in what is happening/taking place
- Status of it- internal feels at capacity, so curious to see what happens when it becomes more external. 

Maintain Momentum 
- What will this look like in a year? how do we know we are making a difference? How do we bring in 

new projects? how does this not just become a funding channel? Process
- how to keep all of the pieces of work connected and how to keep up the momentum Maintain 

Momentum 
- Moving forward with communicating to the broader sport/recreation community about what's going on 

Enhanced Communication 
- Excitement. Enthusiasm 
- My prototypes 
- Are we making progress? Measurement 
- Getting started! I am not sure what is the next step - feeling a little aloof Process 
- Getting more prototypes to expand impact & keeping the core team engaged Maintain Momentum 





What, if anything, is working well in your prototype?8 responses

- Government and sport priority, collective momentum Partnerships, Momentum
- Seems to be a model in place- partners in Antigonish on board Partnerships
- Open communication, consistently scheduling meetings, delegating tasks, problem solving together 

Partnerships
- We have a strong working group. We have regular meetings set, we communicate on Slack, we have 

delegated various tasks within our working group, we have taken on and complete tasks and more 
tasks are being worked on Partnerships,

- Strong local supporters/champions. Partnerships,
- Partnership, moving the goal areas. Partnerships, 
- I think the passion and interest in the work is a huge strength Passion
- Bright, engaged and committed team Partnerships, Passion



What are the biggest challenges for your prototype (if any)?9 responses

- Scope of project
- Getting information, finding out what the direction is, how does this work in other regions, finding out 

what my role is Clarification
- No huge issues right now
- knowing there is money accessible and how to get it Clarification
- Time. 
- time outside of regular work. But other than that great!
- The large scope
- There have been some changes, but we have not really talked about the impact of those changes as a 

prototype. It was done rather at the core team level Clarification + Communication
- Staying connected (although we have a plan to fix that) Communication













Engagement







Are there any communication elements that you would like to see incorporated into this work?       
8 responses

- I would like weekly video recaps on progress, and a podcast from Graham and Kaitlin (just kidding). But no, I'll try to 
get more used to checking Slack, but if bigger things can also continue to be communicated via email, that would 
be appreciated. Continued Mixed Communication Methods

- more updates on the prototypes- a way to share the information of what is happening Enhanced Communication
- I really appreciate the learning connection that Tim and Tuesday bring. Resources that are linked in using Slack, on 

the micro-site, etc. Continued Mixed Communication Methods / Educational Components
- Not at this point but I think it is to come...
- I like the communication methods in place Continued Mixed Communication Methods
- Is it possible to get a one pager that provides an update on the progress of each prototype? Shared Learnings
- will be excited for a more public launch (e.g. microsite, face-to-face meetings across province, etc.) Enhanced 

Communication



Evaluation 





What would you like to see encompassed in the evaluation of your prototypes, and the CFP work as a whole?

- people reached - number, sex, race, age etc. who have we been engaging and who is still missing? Prototype 
outcome measures

- Desired outcomes stated, with reality and rationale of what was accomplished Prototype outcome measures
- The change we are making. The difference it is having across the province- are we getting the right folks in the 

room, or around the table to get the prototypes moving? Are we creating templates and frameworks that we are 
able then to use to share with others in our core team? Prototype outcome measures / Scalability of Prototype 

- Learning components for core team on developmental evaluation, good feedback loops to prototypes so that work 
can pivot as needed based on learning. Evaluation Educational Component

- Unsure at this time Evaluation Educational Component
- Unsure. Need to learn more on developmental evaluation. Evaluation Educational Component / Scalability of 

Prototype 
- ability to scale or use the process learnings to a different community. Scalability of Prototype 
- The successes big or small Prototype outcome measures
- mixed methods - both quantitative and qualitative information related to the progress Prototype outcome measures 
- Regular (monthly? bi-weekly?) summaries of where things stand. Like a diary of our work with detailed entries. 

Prototype outcome measures







Other Updates…    

- Have held preliminary discussions with two prototype group leads on how to 
proceed with evaluation elements/engagement going forward 
- Looking to meet with remaining prototype leads and/or groups prior to Jan 31st at the latest  

- Based on feedback, Gabrielle and I will offer to host a preliminary DE primer 
session with Prototype groups that will include: 
- Revisiting mandate, purpose, objectives 
- Outcome mapping and establishing indicators 



Questions To Consider Today… 

- Does your prototype need clarity regarding its purpose? Outcomes?  
- How can you provide/find that clarity? What supports do you need?  
- Do any prototype members need additional role clarity to effectively contribute? 
- Consider: What would you expect to see, like to see, love to see  

- Does your prototype have any upcoming decision points? 
- Are you equipped to make those decisions? What supports do you need? 

- What successes have you experienced thus far? 
- What has contributed to those successes?  

- Is your prototype keeping scalability in mind? 
- If not, how can it be incorporated into the work? 

- Questions for the Evaluation Team  

 


